• Adams, Stepner, Woltermann & Dusing
• Alexander Thompson Arnold
• American Fidelity Assurance
• All Safe Industries
• Big Ass Solutions
• Blair Technologies
• Collins & Company
• Community Blight Solutions
• Company Nurse
• Copy Express
• EM Ford
• Enterprise Fleet Management
• Equian
• Fogle Keller Purdy
• Fowler Bell
• Goodwill Industries
• Harshaw Trane
• Honeywell
• IMI - Irving Materials, Inc.
• Integrity HR
• Keuler, Kelly, Hutchins & Blankenship LLP
• Kentucky American Water
• Kentucky ESGR
• Kentucky Labor Cabinet
• Kentucky RX Card
• Kentucky Water & Wastewater Operators
• Kerrick Bachert
• Landrum & Shouse
• Local Government Law Section of the
• Kentucky Bar Association
• MAAK and LGLS
• Manzella Worldwide/Processing Solutions
• Market Force, Inc.
• Mazanec, Raskin & Ryder Co.L.P. A.
• Practical Actuarial Solutions, Inc.
• Precision Concrete Cutting
• Reach Alert
• Roeding Insurance/ Public Entity Group
• Ross Sinclaire & Assoc.
• Safe Driving Training
• Safety Wear
• Software Solutions
• Sophicity
- Strategic Funding Group
- Summit Engineering
- Sturgill, Turner, Barker & Moloney PLLC
- Team Owensboro
- Tichenor & Associates
- University of Kentucky
- Waterboony KY